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Contralateral hemispheric representation of sensory inputs (the right
visual hemifield in the left hemisphere and vice versa) is a funda-
mental feature of primate sensorimotor organization, in particular
the visuomotor system. However, many higher-order cognitive func-
tions in humans show an asymmetric hemispheric lateralization—
e.g., right brain specialization for spatial processing—necessitating
a convergence of information from both hemifields. Electrophysio-
logical studies in monkeys and functional imaging in humans have
investigated space and action representations at different stages of
visuospatial processing, but the transition from contralateral to
unified global spatial encoding and the relationship between these
encoding schemes and functional lateralization are not fully under-
stood.Moreover, the integrationofdata acrossmonkeys andhumans
and elucidation of interspecies homologies is hindered, because
divergentfindingsmay reflect actual species differences or arise from
discrepancies in techniques and measured signals (electrophysiology
vs. imaging). Here, we directly compared spatial cue and memory
representations for action planning in monkeys and humans using
event-related functional MRI during a working-memory oculomotor
task. Inmonkeys, cue andmemory-delayperiodactivity in the frontal,
parietal, and temporal regions was strongly contralateral. In putative
human functional homologs, the contralaterality was significantly
weaker, and the asymmetry between the hemispheres was stronger.
These results suggest an inverse relationship between contralateral-
ity and lateralization and elucidate similarities and differences in
human and macaque cortical circuits subserving spatial awareness
and oculomotor goal-directed actions.
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In both human and nonhuman primates, left and right visual
hemifields are initially processed separately by contralateral

cerebral hemispheres: The left hemifield is represented in the
right primary visual cortex (V1), and vice versa. Such contralateral
architecture reflects a general cross-over pattern of sensory and
motor organization in vertebrate organisms with bilateral sym-
metry and chiasmatic decussation (1). However, at the subsequent
stages of cortical processing, inputs from the right and left hemi-
fields become less segregated because of interhemispheric infor-
mation transfer. For example, although a majority of neuronal
response fields in macaque frontal and parietal visuomotor areas
are tuned to the contralateral hemifield, some neurons have
ipsilateral or bilateral response fields (2–5). The gradual conver-
gence of information from both hemifields (at different stages
of cortical processing) underlies a unified percept of visual space
and is necessary for coordinating bihemispheric control of goal-
directed actions such as saccadic eye movements and visually
guided reaches. It enables continuous integration of sensory in-
puts and their internal representations across eye, head, and body
movements and facilitates choice behavior when stimuli or
response options span both hemifields. Most notably, split-brain
studies have demonstrated that the resection of the corpus cal-
losum (axon fibers connecting two cerebral hemispheres) disrupts
this integrative processing, leading to profound perceptual and
action deficits in tasks requiring interhemispheric transfer, e.g.,
when comparing stimuli in two opposite hemifields (6, 7). Char-

acterizing the transition from strictly contralateral to more global
bilateral space representations thus is important for understand-
ing these basic functions.
A related but distinct organizational principle is the phenomenon

of hemispheric specialization or lateralization—a condition of
functional asymmetry between two sides of the brain, leading to a
hemispheric dominance for a certain aspect of neural processing.
For example, the right hemisphere in humans is thought to bemore
involved in the visuospatial domain, whereas the left hemisphere
typically is dominant for language functions (7). Hemispheric lat-
eralization has been long considered a uniquely defining feature of
the human nervous system (8, 9). Recently an alternative view
emerged that traces anatomical, behavioral, and functional asym-
metries across many vertebrate species, providing an evolutionary
framework for studying the development of lateralized brain func-
tions (10, 11).The increased lateralization inhumansmayhavebeen
an emergent property accompanying the brain enlargement and
growing cognitive repertoire in primate evolution (12). Notably,
contralaterality and lateralization of a specific function are dia-
metrical phenomena, because the dominance of one side precludes
the balanced contralateral distribution of the processing between
hemispheres. Therefore, understanding contralateral organization
and hemispheric specialization in different species also is important
in the phylogenetic context of cognition. This approach is of par-
ticular relevance for macaque monkeys, which serve as a standard
animal model both for normal human brain functions and for dis-
orders related to spatial awareness and neglect.
To investigate the spatial processing beyond early visual areas,

monkey electrophysiology and recent human imaging studies have
used delayed-response tasks that allow separating the visual, motor,
and interleaving mnemonic/preparatory/attentional components
of neural signals (13). Differences between results obtained in the
two species have emerged. Macaque frontoparietal areas show a
strong contralateral tuning of visual, memory-delay, and saccade
responses (e.g., 2, 4), but human functional MRI (fMRI) studies
report either no or weaker contralaterality of activations in the
parietal and frontal cortex and no contralateral tuning for saccades
(14, 15). These observations raise the question whether actual in-
terspecies differences or methodological/signal factors account for
these discrepancies. Moreover, various aspects of visuomotor cog-
nitive representations in the human cortex exhibit profound hemi-
spheric lateralization, andmany studies suggest that the “dominant”
right hemisphere can attend to both visual hemifields, whereas
the left hemispherepreferentially represents the right hemifield (16),
but no comparable findings in monkey electrophysiology have
been reported.
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To address these discrepancies, we provided a direct comparison
between humans and monkeys with the same delayed-memory
saccade task, using an event-related fMRI approach in monkeys as
is done in human imaging and which is more comparable with
monkey electrophysiological studies. In both species, we isolated
spatial-specific cognitive signals reflecting spatial memory and
planning (17). However, the contralaterality of visuomotor signals
was significantly greater in monkeys than in humans, suggesting
actual interspecies differences in the representation of space for
goal-directed actions.

Results
Two monkeys and 11 human subjects were scanned with blood
oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)-sensitive fMRI sequences while
they performed a delayed memory-guided saccade task under real-
time behavioral control (Fig. 1A). In this task, subjects had to
memorize the location of the visual cue and could prepare a specific
movement in advance. A detailed account of the subjects’ training
and performance is given in SI Text. We used an event-related
designwith longdelays to separate contributions fromdifferent trial
intervals and to dissociate randomly interleaved rightward and
leftward trials. This approach allowed us to obtain event-based
statistical activationmaps and to extract BOLDsignal time courses.

Spatial Distribution of Cue, Saccade, and Delay Activity in Monkeys.
Extensive and overlapping visual and oculomotor regions were
activated by visual (cue) and visuomotor (saccade) task events,
with the strongest bilateral peaks of activation located in the
frontal cortex in the arcuate sulcus and the principal sulcus, in
the parietal cortex along the intraparietal sulcus (ips), and in the
superior temporal sulcus (sts) (Fig. 1 B and C, Fig. S1, and Table
S1). The memory-delay activation maps were sparser, revealing
only a few regions with significantly increased activity in the frontal
eye field (FEF), lateral intraparietal (LIP), and middle temporal/
temporal parietal occipital/temporo-parietal (MT/TPO/Tpt)
areas (Fig. 1C). As discussed later, subsequent findings demon-
strate that contralateral tuning of delay activity in monkeys ren-
dered this contrast suboptimal.
With all target locations pooled together, most activation pat-

terns were bilaterally symmetric, suggesting no hemispheric later-
alization of functions involved in this task (Fig. S2). However, if
BOLD responses reflect a neuronal population effect, left and right
hemispheres should respond differentially in rightward vs. leftward
trials, because large numbers of neurons in monkey oculomotor
areas exhibit contralateral tuning (2–5). Separatemaps for cue-right

and cue-left contrasts demonstrated contralateral hemispheric
preferences (Fig. 1D). To identify further loci with such spatial
tuning, we generated maps for rightward vs. leftward contrast for
eachof the threeepochsof interest: cue,memory-delay, andsaccade
response. Consistent with electrophysiology, areas that exhibited
robust cueandmemoryactivity—thedorsal lateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC), FEF, LIP, plus several clusters in the sts—also showed
contralateral preference in these epochs (Fig. S3). Saccade re-
sponses showed weaker contralateral tuning in these areas, and
either contra- or ipsilateral saccade tuning was prominent in reti-
notopic visual areas (Fig. S4). In the next section we focus on the
region-of-interest (ROI) analysis of spatial specificity using BOLD
time courses extracted from areas defined by the statisticalmapping
as active in at least one of the threemain task epochs in conjunction
with known anatomical landmarks (SI Materials and Methods).

Time-Course of BOLD Activity and Contralaterality in Monkeys. To
examine BOLD signal time courses, we computed peritrial event-
related averages (ERA) for the rightward and leftward target
directions for each ROI. Trials started with a period of initial
fixation, followed by the spatial cue, the delay period, saccade,
target fixation, and reward (Fig. 1A). A typical ERA time course
for a bilateral oculomotor area with delay-period activity (FEF) is
shown in Fig. 2 A and B. The high BOLD signal during initial
fixation is caused by visual/oculomotor activity resulting from
eye movements in the preceding intertrial interval. As the trial
advanced while central fixation was maintained, the signal grad-
ually returned to baseline. The cue evoked a time-locked response
lasting up to 5 s, which often was separated by a trough from the
reminder of delay-period activity (15–20 s). A subsequent saccade
response caused another time-locked peak of high magnitude.
This three-component (cue-delay-saccade) response was charac-
teristic across several oculomotor areas recruited in the task (Fig.
2C), but other areas had only a two-component (cue-saccade) or
only a saccade response (Fig. S5).
Notice that contra- and ipsilateral trials diverge in the cue and

especially in the memory periods, with the contralateral response
being significantly higher than the ipsilateral response. This spa-
tially specific activation reflects mnemonic and planning functions
such as cue processing, spatial working memory, and saccade
preparation. To quantify these patterns, we combined time courses
from left and right ROIs (Fig. 2B) and calculated a contraversive
selectivity index (CS) (SI Text) measuring the normalized ampli-
tude difference between contralateral and ipsilateral responses for
each of the three intervals of interest (cue, delay, saccade) across
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Fig. 1. (A) Memory-guided saccade task. (B) Functional
volume used in monkey studies, shown on the 3D recon-
struction of the brain surface (lateral view) (Left) and
inflated “white-gray matter boundary” surface (Right)
with major sulci of interest colored. (C) Cortical areas
activated by +cue, +memory-delay, and +saccade con-
trasts, shown on the inflated surface of each monkey
brain. SeeTable S1and theROIdefinitions inBoxS1 for the
summary of activated areas and Fig. S1 for coronal sec-
tions. (D) Superimposed maps for the +cue right and +cue
left contrasts, shown on (Left) the inflated surface (top
view) and (Right) sample coronal sections (transparency
scales with significance of activation). Coordinates are in
the anterior commissure–posterior commissure (AC–PC)
and stereotaxic (in parentheses) planes.
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areas activated in the task. For each interval, we assessed the
strength and the contralaterality of responses. The primary goal of
this study is themonkey–humancomparison of cue and subsequent
mnemonic/planning signals that bridge the visual input and the
motor output; therefore, we focus on the areas that exhibited
consistent cue and memory-delay responses. In the frontal cortex,
the dlPFC and FEF areas showed strongest contralateral cue and
memory-delay activation (Fig. 2C). Other frontal ROIs [areas 44,
8B, and the dorsal premotor (PMd)] showed weaker cue and
memory-delay response (Fig. S5A). In the posterior parietal cortex
(PPC), the lower part of thedorsalLIP (LIPd) in theposterior third
of the ips exhibited the strongest contralaterality in cue and delay
intervals. These activation loci corresponded well to the histo-
logical verification of neuronal recording sites with sustained
mnemonic/planning activity (18). Ventrally from the LIPd, the
ventral lip (LIPv) showed weaker contralateral cue and memory-
delay responses, and the ventral intraparietal area (VIP) in the
fundus of the ips showed only saccade responses. Likewise, the
anterior LIP (aLIP) had smaller cue and memory responses, and,
caudal to LIP, the posterior LIP (pLIP) and lateral occipital
parietal (LOP) areas showed weak cue but strong saccade re-
sponses (Fig. S5B). In the parieto-temporal areas in the sts, area
MT showed contralateral cue and delay responses, whereas the
adjacent ventral middle superior temporal (MSTv) and dorsal
middle superior temporal (MSTd) areas had only cue and saccade
responses (Fig. S5C). Polysensory TPO and Tpt areas, located
more anterior in the dorsal bank, also showed strong contralateral
cue and, unexpectedly, memory-delay activity (Fig. 2C).
The CS and response amplitude in different intervals are

summarized in Fig. 3A. Because CS is a relative and normalized
measure, it does not reflect the variations in response level, so
the contralateral response amplitude can be used as an indicator

for the effect strength. Although several areas showed the con-
tralateral tuning of cue and memory responses, only the LIP,
dlPFC, FEF, MT, TPO, and Tpt areas had significant con-
tralateral memory-delay activity in both monkeys.

Comparison with Human Imaging Data. To compare results in
monkeys directly with human imaging data, we conducted the
same experiment in 11 human subjects. To separate better the
cue response from subsequent memory-delay activity in slower
and more sustained human BOLD signals (14), eight subjects
were tested with variable-delay periods of 6, 10, 14, and 18 s. The
results from the fixed-delay experiment in three control subjects
corresponded to the results for the same delay in the variable-
delay experiment; therefore, for brevity, we present only varia-
ble-delay data. (Fixed- and variable-delay experiments are dis-
cussed in SI Text.)
A plethora of areas reported in previous studies (e.g., 15, 19–21)

were activated during cue, memory-delay, and saccade response
periods. (ROI definitions and nomenclature are given in Box S1.)
Here we focus on several areas in the PPC along the ips in the
superior parietal lobule (SPL) and human FEF complex, which
are considered plausible candidates for functional homology to
monkey LIP and FEF. These dorsal frontoparietal regions showed
robust cue, saccade, and sustained memory-delay activity (Fig. 4
and Fig. S6). Several other prefrontal areas [supplementary eye
fields (SEF), dlPFC, posterior inferior frontal gyrus (pIFG)],
inferior parietal areas [supramarginal gyrus (SMG)], and parieto-
temporal areas [posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), middle
temporal gyrus (MTG), and sts] also exhibited robust cue and
saccade activity and varying levels of delay activation.
We searched for evidence of contralateral organization in the cue

and memory responses but did not detect a level of contralaterality
comparable with that observed in monkeys using the same techni-
ques. Most human subjects did show a modest spatial tuning of cue
and memory responses, but the effect was less robust than in
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monkeys (Fig. 4C and Fig. S6). In the PPC, the strongest contra-
versive selectivity was observed in the medial SPL in the anterior
precuneus (pCu), in the putative retinotopic ips (retIPS) (22), in
areas IPS1and IPS2 (14), and in areaV7.TheSPL regions IPS3and
anterior IPS, and the SMG in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL)
exhibited very little tuning. Frontal cortex showed even less con-
tralaterality, with themedial/superior FEF slightlymore tuned than
the lateral/inferior FEF. The dlPFC showed some residual tuning,
and the SMA/SEF and pIFG did not show any contralaterality,
despite sustained memory responses. Parieto-temporal ROIs loca-
ted in the posterior sts/STG/MTG (denoted “asts” and “psts”) and
in the putative MT/V5 complex showed stronger contralaterality
for the cue but not for sustainedmemory activity. These patterns are
summarized in Fig. 3B. A side-by-side comparison of BOLD signal
time courses in both species is shown in Fig. 5A, and Fig. 5B com-
paresCS in monkeys and humans in selected ROIs (CSmonkeys >
CS humans, P < 0.05).

Hemispheric and Visual Field Asymmetry in Monkeys and Humans.An
“ideal” contralateral organization dictates that both hemispheres
respond in mirror-symmetrical fashion with equal contralateral
tuning. To test this premise we separately calculated CS in left
and right hemisphere ROIs. In both species the left hemisphere
exhibited stronger contralaterality; this hemispheric asymmetry
wasmodest inmonkeys butwasmuchmorepronounced in humans
(Fig. 5C and Fig. S2A). Inmonkey frontoparietal areas with strong
memory-delay period activity (LIPd, FEF, dlPFC), the left hemi-
sphere CS was higher than the right hemisphere CS by only 23 ±
12% and 29 ± 14% for cue and delay, respectively (mean ± SD),
whereas in human frontoparietal areas [V7, IPS1/2, retIPS, pCu,
lateral inferior FEF (lFEF), medial FEF (mFEF), and dlPFC], the
difference was 49± 50% and 107± 31%, respectively (Fig. 5C and
SI Text). In most human subjects, the contralaterality was present
in the left brain but was weaker, not existent, or even reversed (i.e.,
ipsilateral> contralateral) in the right brain, acrossmany recruited
areas (Fig. S2A). For example, left hemisphere ROIs generated
stronger right than left memory responses, but the right hemi-
sphere demonstrated a similar pattern, albeit to a lesser degree.
This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that the left
hemisphere predominately encodes the right space, whereas the
right hemisphere represents both hemifields (16).
In both species, no overall hemispheric lateralization was

detected in this task: Most activations were bilateral with com-

parable extents and amplitudes when contra- and ipsilateral
responses were combined (Fig. S2B). However, when responses
were averaged across hemispheres, both species showed stronger
responses to the targets in the right hemifield than in the left
hemifield (P < 0.001; Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test
across areas), reflecting predominantly smaller activations for left
targets in the left hemisphere (Fig. S2C and SI Text).

Discussion
Contralaterality and Lateralization in Monkeys and Humans. Using a
time-resolved event-related fMRI study in monkeys, we found
that the contralateral tuning of cue and memory-delay BOLD
activity is far stronger in monkeys than in humans. The monkey
fMRI data complement the electrophysiological evidence that a
majority of neurons in the dlPFC, FEF, and LIP areas have
contralateral response fields (2–5). Most human fMRI studies,
including ours, show markedly less contralaterality. In phase-
encoding (not event-resolved) experiments, the existence of spa-
tial maps in the frontal and parietal cortex has been shown (23–
27), but these findings cannot be attributed to a specific epoch of a
task and provide no direct measure of tuning strength as com-
pared with untuned activation. A few event-related studies using
variants of the delayed saccade task in humans reported a con-
tralateral specificity of cue and memory responses in frontal but
not parietal (28) and in parietal (14, 22) cortex. Our data show
weak contralateral preference in human frontoparietal areas,
agreeing with the most recent studies (15) (SI Text). In all those
human data, the differential contralateral > ipsilateral signal is a
fraction of a larger untuned activation, in contrast with monkeys
where the ipsilateral delay activity often stays near the baseline
level. In both species, spatial tuning of the cue response and
ensuing memory-delay activity was generally similar, suggesting
the continuity of initial visual processing, memory retention, and
saccade planning. The saccade response was marginally contra-
lateral in monkeys but was not tuned in humans (14) (SI Text).

Fig. 4. Human imaging results. (A) Areas activated in the task (Table S2).
Maps are superimposed on the inflated averaged cortical surface of eight
subjects following cortex-based alignment. (Left) +Cue and +saccade con-
trasts. (Right) +Memory-delay contrast. (B) Superimposed maps for the +cue
right and +cue left contrasts. (C) ERA plots for all delay periods, aligned to
cue and to saccade events. Shaded bands denote intersubject SEM.
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Fig. 5. Monkey–human comparisons. (A) Time courses for 10-s delay period
in two monkeys (LIPd) and eight humans (retIPS). Note the faster BOLD
response and stronger contralaterality in monkeys. (B) CS in selected parietal
and frontal ROIs (mean ± SEM across subjects). For all ROIs, CScue and CSmem

were significantly larger in monkeys than in humans (P < 0.05, t test), but in
all human ROIs CScue and CSmem were larger than zero (P < 0.05, t test),
except for CScue in the dlPFC. (C) CS asymmetry between left hemisphere (LH)
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and human parietal and frontal ROIs with strong delay-period activity.
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We emphasize that the issue of contralaterality is not a mere
methodological matter of correspondence between neuronal and
fMRI data. The contralateral tuning reflects a major organiza-
tional principle for perception and action in a primate visual world
that is inherently separated into two hemifields by the current gaze
axis. In bothmonkeys andhumans, the feedforward inputs fromthe
two hemifields are represented initially in a strict contralateral
manner by the opposite hemispheres. The gradual progression
from finely topographically organized early visual areas to a
coarser, mainly contralateral, topography of parietal, frontal, and
temporal areas (29) indicates a transformation from the “local”
visual processing to a “global” representation of action space. The
difference in the degree of contralateral organization among pri-
mate species might be related to the evolution of lateralization.
Most anatomical and functional aspects of the macaque brain are
fairly symmetrical, and lesions of the left or right hemispheres
cause comparable contralateral deficits (30). The human brain,
however, exhibits strong hemispheric lateralization of many cog-
nitive functions, related most notably to verbal and emotional
processing but also to the memorization, selection, preparation,
and execution of actions. Right hemisphere lesions cause more
severe, frequent, and persistent spatial neglect than left hemi-
sphere lesions (16), and right, but not left, parietal damage is
associated with right/left asymmetries in action planning (31). In
particular, the human IPL shows profound hemispheric differ-
ences, with the right IPL implicated in allocating and sustaining
spatial attention (32). Global (left and right) vs. local (left or right)
allocation of attention increases activation in the right but not the
left IPL (33), and the right SMG responds to both left and right
stimuli, whereas the left IPL responds only to right stimuli (34). In
our data, cue and delay activation was more extensive in the right
SMG than in the left. In the SPL, a bihemispheric leftward bias
caused by right hemispheric dominance in the visuospatial network
during passive fixation has been reported (35). Khonsari et al. (36)
found saccadepreparatory signals (for left and right targets) only in
the left PPC but found execution signals confined to the right PPC.
The effects of transcranial magnetic stimulation over the human
PPC during memory-guided pointing also revealed hemispheric
asymmetry (37). Thus, it appears that the human cortex, con-
frontedwith new complex tasks and larger dimensions, has evolved
to become more lateralized and specialized, losing the original
functional symmetry (38). The increased lateralization may have
led to a more uniform encoding of both ipsi- and contralateral
fields in human frontoparietal areas, possibly as a result of a more
abstract, less “visually driven” representation of space. Conse-
quently, these areas respond almost equally to stimuli in either
hemifield or even show a bilateral bias to one side of space (Fig. 5).
The same connectivity principles thatmay underlie themonkey–

human differences in the contralateral organization are subjects of
intense research on inter- and intrahemispheric communication.
The increased human lateralization has been related to a dimin-
ished interhemispheric communication via the corpus callosum,
resulting from evolutionary pressure to rely less on transfer of
information across long fibers (7, 39). It may appear, following this
reasoning, that human hemispheres should bemore “isolated” and
thus more contralateral, because bilateral and ipsilateral activa-
tions must be mediated by the excitatory interhemispheric con-
nections. However, it is not known currently whether and which
callosal connectionsarepredominantly excitatory, inhibitory, or both
(40). Furthermore, top-down and subcortical pathways may provide
alternative conduits for interhemispheric integration (41, 42) and
should be taken into the account.

Visuospatial Networks in Monkeys and Humans. Another inter-
species difference was that the foci of the (strongly contralateral)
memory-delay activation in monkeys were limited to a few regions
in the dlPFC, FEF, LIP,MT, and TPO/Tpt, whereas in humans the
(weakly tuned) delay activity wasmorewidespread, especially in the

PPC,demonstrating amore extensive visuospatialmemorynetwork
(20). This outcome cannot be attributed to differences in statistical
thresholds or similar reasons, because it was validated with the time
courses extracted from areas involved in the task. Aside from
potential technical considerations (i.e., more prolonged BOLD
response to the cue in humans), this outcomemay suggest a training
effect (overtrained monkeys vs. almost naïve humans). However, it
may also reflect the overall increase in complexity of the distributed
network that evolved to solve difficult tasks but still is recruited even
in simple spatial working memory paradigms.
The elucidation of putative homologies or functional corre-

spondences between human andmonkey cortical areas beyond the
early visual system is far from resolved (43), especially in areas
outside the “classical” dorsal frontoparietal network (44, 45).
Although the comparisons are tempting, we cannot draw strong
parallels between activations in the human IPL and parieto-tem-
poral areas [SMG, temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), posterior
STG, and sts] and the monkey sts. The data on the involvement of
monkey sts regions in spatial awareness is inconclusive, but a few
single-unit and lesion studies suggest that the superior temporal
polysensory complex (including the TPO) and adjacent PGa are
involved in the control of eye movements and visuospatial coor-
dination (46, 47) and that the ablation of the STG/sts in monkeys
may result in neglect-like syndromes (48, 49), similar to lesions in
the human STG and IPL/TPJ (50–52). Not only are the homolo-
gies between human and macaque IPL and sts/STG unclear (in
part because of strong hemispheric asymmetry in humans); the
localization of human areas critically associated with the neglect
and the involvement of the temporal lobe (mid STG) also are
debated intensely (52). Our results showing the cue and delay
activity in the monkey mid-to-posterior sts provide further moti-
vation for cross-species investigations of parieto-temporal and IPL
participation in the visuospatial processing for actions.

Comparison Between Techniques and Species. The correspondence
between fMRI activation patterns in monkeys and humans in pre-
vious studies (e.g., 53–58) and, partly, in our work is encouraging,
although it does not necessarily imply that the underlying behav-
ioral strategies and neuronal activity in the two species are the
same. Nevertheless, monkey fMRI provides a crucial control for the
common interpretation of human imaging and monkey electro-
physiology data. Until now, comparative studies of monkey and
human functional topography that usedmonkey fMRI have focused
on spatial mapping and the delineation of homologous areas using
block-design tasks. Significant progress has been made using this
approach (reviewed in ref. 59). The event-related approach, now
widely used in human fMRI, further facilitates the direct compar-
ison betweenmonkey and human imaging studies, on the one hand,
and between imaging and electrophysiology studies, on the other, by
dissociating different components of neural activity.
Besides contralaterality, other discrepancies between human

fMRI and monkey electrophysiology have emerged. For example,
single-neuron studies of antisaccades and prosaccades inmacaque
FEFdo notmatch fMRI findings in human putative homologs, but
the fMRI results in monkeys and humans agree (60). Similarly,
perceptual suppression in the human V1 contrasts with negative
findings in monkey V1 neurons, but Maier et al. (61) reported the
perceptual modulation in monkey fMRI experiments. These and
other studies suggest a complicated relationship betweenneuronal
and BOLD activity and underscore differences between techni-
ques (62). Our work presents an opposite example—the variation
in contralateral tuning between human and macaque responses
does not stem from the discrepancy between imaging and elec-
trophysiology techniques and may be attributed to an actual dif-
ference between species.
In summary, by comparing event-related fMRI signals in mon-

keys and humans, we elucidated the differences in the way the two
species process and retain spatial information for goal-directed
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actions. Further investigations of response selection and planning,
combined with fMRI-guided electrophysiological recordings in
the same monkeys, are needed to understand comprehensively
interspecies similarities and differences and the relationship
between fMRI and neuronal activity underlying these behaviors.

Materials and Methods
Monkeys and humans were scanned with BOLD-sensitive echo-planar imaging
sequences in a 4.7-T scanner (Bruker) and a 3-T scanner (Siemens), respectively,
while performing the delayed-memory saccade task (Fig. 1A). Functional images

weremotion-corrected, preprocessed, andanalyzedwith anevent-relatedgeneral
linear model (GLM), and BOLD signal ERA time courses were extracted from ROIs
defined by statistical activation maps and individual anatomical patterns. Trials
affected by head, body, or limb motions were detected automatically and were
eliminatedfromERAanalysis (Fig.S7).Detailsaregiven inSIMaterialsandMethods.
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